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ABSTRACT: Molecular toxicity is a critical feature of drug
development. It is thus very important to develop computational
models to evaluate the toxicity of small molecules. The accuracy of
toxicity prediction largely depends on the quality of molecular
representation; however, current methods for this purpose do not
address this issue well. Here, we introduce a new metric, gap-
Δenergy, which is designed to quantify the intermolecular bond
energy difference with atom distance. We next find significant
variations in the gap-Δenergy distribution among different types of
molecules. Moreover, we show that this metric is able to distinguish
the toxic small molecules. We collected data sets of toxic and
exogenous small molecules and presented a novel index, namely,
global toxicity, to evaluate the overall toxicity of molecules. Based on
molecular descriptors and the proposed gap-Δenergy metric, we further constructed machine learning models that were trained with
7816 small molecules. The XGBoost-based model achieved the best performance with an AUC score of 0.965 and an F1 score of
0.849 on the test set (1954 small molecules), which outperformed the model that did not use gap-Δenergy features, with a sensitivity
score increase of 3.2%.

■ INTRODUCTION
Drug discovery is a long and challenging process with
considerable resource demand.1,2 The average capitalized
development cost of a new pharmaceutical molecule is
estimated to range from $314 million to $2.8 billion,3 and
the complete workflow can take over 12 years.4 About 90% of
experimental drugs fail to advance to clinical trials, and only
1% are eventually approved.1 The high attrition rate of small-
molecule drug candidates is primarily attributed to safety and
toxicology in the preclinical or clinical phase.5 Numerous in
vitro and in vivo experiments are required to assess drug
toxicity, which are time-consuming and expensive, and in vivo
animal tests may arouse ethical concerns.6 Furthermore, the
differences in physiology and genetics between humans and
animal models can cause the inapplicability of toxicity
prediction to humans.7,8 Studies have shown that the absence
of toxicity observations from preclinical animal tests does not
imply harmlessness for humans.9,10 Therefore, it is crucial to
utilize computational toxicology to assist in high-throughput
drug toxicity prediction. Computational toxicology constructs
quantitative models of chemical structures and biological
toxicity, which can be used to eliminate potentially toxic
molecules in early drug development stages and reduce the
expenses of cell and animal experiments.
Machine learning is a prevalent and powerful modeling

approach in drug development that involves learning the
relationship between the abundant characteristics of molecules

and the desired bioactivity. For drug toxicity prediction, the
most commonly used algorithms include support vector
machine (SVM), random forest (RF), K-nearest neighbors
(KNN), and deep learning.11 There are various molecular
descriptors and fingerprints to quantitatively characterize a
compound, which encode the physicochemical information
and can be processed by these algorithms.7,12 Molecules can
also be represented as images, natural language, or graphs so
that molecular features can be captured by deep learning
architectures such as convolutional neural networks, trans-
formers, and graph neural networks.13−16 Toxicity prediction
has various end points to be investigated, which can be divided
into acute toxicity and chronic toxicity or can depend on the
specific target proteins and organs. The Tox21 Data Challenge
provided a high-throughput toxicity data set of more than
12000 environmental compounds targeted at 12 different toxic
effects.17 DeepTox, an algorithm based on deep learning, won
the competition by using 2500 toxicophore features,18 and
many studies have since improved the prediction performance
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with diverse models.19,20 Organ toxicity is also a common area
of concern, and machine learning has been applied to predict
hepatotoxicity and hemolytic toxicity of chemicals using
molecular descriptors or fingerprints.21,22 Several studies have
focused more on the effects of compounds on cell lines and
animal models, and algorithms have been developed to predict
the cytotoxicity and the median lethal dose of animals.23,24

Current prediction models mainly focus on a specific aspect of
toxicity with small data sets, which may result in inaccurate
predictions and limited application. The prediction of
molecular toxicity also relies on the extraction of molecular
characteristics. We previously found that normalized bond
energy is able to describe molecular properties,25 but it remains
unclear whether it can be utilized for predicting molecular
toxicity. Furthermore, multiple toxicities need to be considered
in actual drug development, and a unified metric is required to
assess the probability of a molecule being a toxic molecule.
Here we propose gap-Δenergy, a novel descriptor to

characterize the diversity of bond-energy distribution inside
molecules. Gap-Δenergy can reflect the average relationship
between the distances of chemical bonds and the difference in
bond energy in a molecule. We next reveal that there are
significant differences in gap-Δenergy values among small
molecules in different groups. Toxic small molecules and
exogenous small molecules are collected, and we propose a
metric named global toxicity to quantify the overall toxicity of
a molecule. Finally, gap-Δenergy is found to be useful for
predicting global toxicity and improving the prediction
performance of molecular descriptors. Our gap-Δenergy
feature and machine learning model can serve as tools to

assist in predicting the potential harm of new small molecules
to humans in the drug development process.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Calculation of Gap-Δenergy. Here, molecules are

conceptualized as undirected graphs composed of atoms and
chemical bonds. However, in contrast to the traditional
understanding, we treat chemical bonds as nodes in the
graph (Figure 1A), and if there is only one atom between two
nodes, we then connect the two nodes (Figure 1B). So that we
can represent a molecule as a graph, and we need to combine
the nodes of the graph in pairs in a permutation arrangement.
For each pair of nodes, we calculate the shortest path length
between them (Figure 1C,D), which is defined as “gap”, and
then we calculate the absolute value of the difference between
the bond energies corresponding to the corresponding node
pair (Figure 1D), which is defined as “Δenergy”. We iterate
through all of the chemical bonds within a molecule, calculate
the gap and Δenergy for each pair of nodes (Figure 1E), and
then aggregate all the corresponding Δenergy values for the
same gap (Figure 1F). The mean value and the standard
deviation of Δenergy (std Δenergy) are calculated at each gap,
and a small molecule can be featured as a set of gap-mean
Δenergy and gap-std Δenergy pairs (for the sake of simplicity,
we named them that as gap-Δenergy).
We used the RDKit package to extract the chemical bonds

and atoms in small molecules and then used the NetworkX
(Hagberg et al., 2008) (Version 2.6.3) package to build
molecular graphs. The energy (kJ/mol) of each bond in a
molecule was obtained from the bond energy table (see Table
S1), which depends on the bond type and the two

Figure 1. Using aspirin molecules as an example, a molecular graph is constructed where points represent chemical bonds and are labeled with
numbers. Then gap-Δenergy can be calculated on this graph. (A) Turn all chemical bonds into nodes, so all 21 bonds in aspirin become 21 nodes,
which are named 1−21 in the figure. (B) If there is only one atom between two nodes, then the two nodes should be connected. For example, there
is only the oxygen atom between nodes 1 and 2, so we should connect nodes 1 and 2. There are oxygen and carbon atoms between nodes 1 and 3,
so nodes 1 and 3 should not be connected. (C) Referring to the rules of Figure 1B, we connected all the nodes that should be connected. (D) In
aspirin, the shortest distance between nodes 1 and 15 is marked with a red line, which is 4 steps and passes through 4 atoms, so the gap is 4.
Δenergy is the absolute value of the difference between the O−H bond energy corresponding to point 1 and the C−H bond energy corresponding
to point 15. (E) Calculate the gap and Δenergy between all pairs of points on the graph. (F) Compute the mean and variance of different Δenergy
values corresponding to the same gap.
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corresponding atoms. Finally, we calculated gap-Δenergy for
120568 metabolic small molecules, 10206 druglike small
molecules, and 2560 toxic small molecules.

Data Set Preparation. We downloaded the structures of
small molecules in SDF format from the following three data
sets: the Human Metabolome Database (HMDB)26 (Version
5.0), the DrugBank database27 (Version 5.1.8) and the Toxin
and Toxin Target Database (T3DB).28 In this study, we
focused on and selected the small molecules (molecular weight
≤1000) in these databases. Metabolite molecules were
obtained from HDMB, including seven categories: endoge-
nous, food, biological, environmental, synthetic, exogenous,
and unlabeled. And we classified food, biological, environ-
mental, and synthetic molecules as exogenous small molecules
as well. So, the small molecules in the HDMB database were
mainly divided into two categories, including exogenous and
endogenous molecules. Druglike molecules were obtained
from DrugBank, including six categories: approved, exper-
imental, nutraceutical, illicit, withdrawn, and investigational
molecules. All classes of druglike molecules except approved
were classified as unapproved molecules. Therefore, the small
molecules in the DrugBank database were divided into two
categories including approved and unapproved. In addition, we
included the toxic small molecules from T3DB as well. We
used the RDKit (Version 2022.03.2) package in Python28

(Version 3.9.13) to sanitize the input molecules in order to
standardize nonstandard valence states and to remove
fragments and metal ions. Molecules with fewer than 3
chemical bonds were excluded because molecules of such small
size contain too few gaps. And the duplicate molecules were
respectively dropped to one in metabolite, druglike, and toxic
small molecules.

Data-Splitting. We selected five classes of molecules in
Data Set Preparation, including exogenous and endogenous
molecules from HDMB, approved and unapproved molecules
from DrugBank, and toxic molecules from T3DB. Toxic small
molecules were used as the positive data set, and exogenous
small molecules were used as the negative data set. The

remaining three categories of small molecules were used for
demonstration and comparison of the gap-mean Δenergy only.
The overlapping parts between the exogenous molecules and
toxic molecules were removed from the exogenous molecules.
So there were a total of 9770 small molecules in the data set
including 2560 toxic small molecules and 7210 exogenous
small molecules. The data set was randomly partitioned based
on label categories, with 80% (7816 instances, comprising
2048 toxic small molecules and 5768 exogenous small
molecules) assigned to the training set and 20% (1954
instances, including 512 toxic small molecules and 1442
exogenous small molecules) designated as the test set.
Subsequently, a 5-fold cross-validation was conducted within
the training set to identify optimal parameters. The model’s
performance was then assessed on the test set using the best
combination of parameters. The partitioning of the data sets is
shown in Figure 2.

Feature Engineering. Max-gap is defined as the number
of atoms passing through the shortest path between two bonds.
Max-gap can be a measure of molecular size. Given that the
maximum-gap for each molecule was inconsistent, using the
full-length gap-Δenergy as input features could result in sparse
features. Therefore, we used the first 10 gap-mean Δenergy of
each molecule and used feature engineering to expand the
number of features. First, the mean Δenergies corresponding
to 10 gaps from the largest to the smallest were used as
features, since larger molecules may have more than 10 gaps. If
the max-gap of a small molecule is less than 10, then the
Δenergy value corresponding to the nonexistent gap is filled
with None. The mean value and standard deviation of the
Δenergy corresponding to each gap were both included as
features. The interaction of the Δenergy under different gaps
was also taken into account, which was the pairwise product
between two different Δenergies. In addition, we added the
size and some overall energy characteristics of the molecule,
including max-gap, normalized bond energy (NBE, eq 1),
standard deviation of bond energy (SBE, eq 2), newNBE (eq
3), and newSBE (eq 4). Gap-Δenergy feature combinations are

Figure 2. Data sets used in the study. We selected small molecules from three data sets, with the categories of interest marked in blue and the green
ones representing positive and negative sample data.
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listed in Table S2. Before the model training, all the features of
the data set were standardized using the mean and variance of
the training set, and then the None values existing in certain
features were replaced with 0.
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Molecular Descriptors. Molecular descriptors can be used
to describe the properties of the molecule in various aspects,
and RDkit can calculate 208 molecular descriptors (such as
MW, number of H acceptors, TPSA, and log P) based on the
Simplified Molecular Input Entry System (SMILES) format of
the input molecules. In this study, the descriptors with zero
variance on the molecules of the data set were removed, and
204 descriptors in total were used as features.

Machine Learning Methods. K-Nearest Neighbors
(KNN), Support Vector Classification (SVM), Random Forest
(RF), and Logistic Regression (LR) algorithms from the Scikit-
learn29 (Version 1.1.3) package were used to construct binary
classifier models. We also applied the Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) model in Pytorch30 (Version 1.13.0), the XGBoost
(XGB)31 (Version 1.7.2) model, and the LightGBM
(LGBM)32 (Version 3.3.4) model. Because the positive and
negative samples of the data set are not balanced, greater
weight should be given to the category with a small sample size
in training, so as to increase the accuracy of the results.
Therefore, we set the parameter “class_weight” equal to
“balance” in SVM, RF, and LR algorithms, set the parameter
“scale_pos_weight” equal to the ratio of positive and negative
samples in XGB and LGBM algorithms, and set focal loss33 in
the MLP algorithm. Recursive feature elimination with cross-
validation (RFECV) in Scikit-learn was performed on the
training set to select features. The features of gap-Δenergy and
molecular descriptors with low importance were sequentially
eliminated using the RFECV algorithm in the wrapper method.
We applied the stacking method for ensemble learning. The
output of the model using the XGB algorithm and gap-
Δenergy features and the output of the model using the XGB
algorithm and molecular descriptor features were combined as
new features and then put in the LR classifier. Through cross-
validation on the training set, the output toxic probabilities of
the molecules in the last fold were predicted by the two models
that were trained on the data of the first four folds, and then all
the probabilities of the training set were obtained in turn. For
the test set, we trained the two models with the training set to
predict the output probabilities of the molecules in the test set.
Finally, the LR classifier was trained with the probabilities of
the training set and verified on the test set. All of the
procedures above are shown in Figure 3.

Hyperparameter Selection. There are many hyper-
parameters in every machine learning algorithm. In order to

optimize the performance of each classifier for the toxicity
prediction task and to better compare the performance of
different classifiers, we used Ray Tune34 (Version 2.2.0) to
search for the best value of hyperparameters. After the range of
the hyperparameters was set, the random search strategy was
applied to select the best hyperparameters according to the
balanced accuracy scores of the training set from the 64
hyperparameter combinations. The hyperparameter search
scope for each model is provided in Table S3.

Evaluation of the Model. We employed statistical metrics
to evaluate the model’s ability to predict toxicity molecules,
including accuracy (ACC, eq 5), sensitivity (SE, eq 6),
specificity (SP, eq 7), balanced accuracy (BA, eq 8), F1 (eq 9),
the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve (AUC), and Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC, eq
10), which are defined as follows:
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+ + +
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TP TN
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=
+
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=
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mean Δenergy Shows an Overall Decreasing Trend

with the Gap Value Increasing. We first calculated the gap-
mean Δenergy on all druglike small molecules from DrugBank
and all metabolic small molecules from HMDB. The
distributions of mean Δenergy on each gap are displayed in
Figure 4. We observed that the median mean Δenergy on each

Figure 3. Workflow for calculating gap-Δenergy and toxicity
prediction.
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gap shows a decreasing trend as the gap increases. Then we
averaged the mean Δenergy values of all molecules at each gap
to construct a gap-average mean Δenergy plot, which shows
that the average mean Δenergy has a significant negative
correlation with the gap in both the druglike small molecules
(Spearman ρ = −0.936, P = 7.46e-30) and the metabolic small
molecules (Spearman ρ = −0.977, P = 2.02e-32).
The distribution of the molecular sizes was investigated as

well. As a result, we found that 87.0% of the metabolic small
molecules had max-gap less than 45, and 92.4% of the druglike
small molecules had max-gap less than 20 (Figure S1). We also
counted the number of molecules at each gap, which showed
that 90.3% of the metabolic small molecules and 74.6% of the
druglike small molecules had the property of Δenergy at gap
10. Therefore, the mean Δenergy of larger gaps can be biased
by a few molecules, and we should focus on the Δenergy of
smaller gaps in molecules.

Significant Differences in Gap-Mean Δenergy among
Various Classes of Small Molecules. We compared the
differences in mean Δenergy of these five classes of molecules
at each gap and found significant differences (P ≤ 3.1e-163,
Kruskal−Wallis test) for all classes at the first 30 gaps, implying
that at least one class was significantly different from the
others. We then pairwise calculated the classes of interest
(Mann−Whitney U test), and the results showed significant
differences in mean Δenergy for toxic and exogenous small
molecules at the first 7 gaps (P ≤ 6.0e-97), for approved and
unapproved druglike small molecules at the first 16 gaps (P ≤
5.2e-03), and for endogenous and exogenous small molecules
at all 30 gaps (see Table S4). In addition, the average mean
Δenergy at each gap was calculated for different classes of
molecules and is shown in Figure 5. Intuitively, the average
mean Δenergy of each class of small molecules tends to
decrease as the gap increases. Endogenous molecules had the
lowest average mean Δenergy in the first 20 gaps, followed by
exogenous molecules. Approved and unapproved drugs had
similar gap-averaged Δenergy curves. The average mean
Δenergy of toxic molecules was similar to that of approved
and unapproved drugs at the first 7 gaps, but the average mean
Δenergy at 8−20 gaps was more like that of exogenous
molecules. Considering that the estimated average value of
gap-mean Δenergy of each class of molecules may fluctuate
with the change of the number of molecules, we also sampled

200, 400, 800, and 1600 molecules in each class to observe the
fluctuation of mean Δenergy. We found that the average mean
Δenergy curves remained stable at the first 10 gaps, even if
only a small fraction of the molecules were sampled. With the
increase in the number of sampling molecules, the average gap-
mean Δenergy converged to the empirical average values and
the average gap-mean Δenergy characteristics of different
classes were consistent with the overall pattern (see Figure S2).

Model Performance for Global Toxicity Prediction
Using Gap-Δenergy. Global toxicity differs from target-
specific toxicity and signifies the overall toxicity of human
intake or exposure from the outside world. Exogenous small
molecules are considered relatively harmless, while toxic small
molecules are absolutely harmful to humans; therefore, the
prediction task was to make the distinction between exogenous
and toxic small molecules. Since we found that the average
mean Δenergy of exogenous and toxic small molecules differed
significantly at the first 7 gaps, we conjectured that the gap-
Δenergy of molecules could be used as a feature to predict the
global toxicity of molecules. Considering that the mean
Δenergy of larger gaps is less significantly different between
exogenous and toxic small molecules, we used the mean

Figure 4. Distribution of mean Δenergy under different gaps. The entirety of the mean Δenergy decreases as the gap increases in metabolic small
molecules (A) and druglike small molecules (B). The blue dots are the average mean Δenergy, and the red dashed lines show the correlation of
average mean Δenergy with gaps in metabolic small molecules and druglike small molecules.

Figure 5. Relationship between the average mean Δenergy and gap in
endogenous, exogenous, approved, unapproved, and toxic small
molecules. Different classes of molecules show diverse gap-averaged
mean Δenergy curves, which may be applied to molecular property
prediction.
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Δenergy corresponding to the first 10 gaps as features (gap-
Δenergy 10) and applied feature engineering to expand the
number of features (gap-Δenergy 20, 40, 220, and 225). The
new gap-Δenergy features took into account not only the mean
ΔXenergy, but also the std Δenergy at each gap and the overall
energy of the molecules. We first trained the SVM models with
different feature combinations and evaluated their prediction
performance with AUC scores by 5-fold cross-validation. As a
result, gap-Δenergy 225 combined all of the features and had
the best performance (Figure 6). SVM, RF, XGB, LGBM,
KNN, and MLP models were trained with hyperparameter
search respectively on gap-Δenergy 225 and molecular
descriptors, and the models with their best hyperparameters
were used to predict the global toxicity. The results showed
that for gap-Δenergy and molecular descriptors, the XGB

model achieved the best performance with the most top-
ranked metric accounts (Figure 7). The gap-Δenergy was less
effective in predicting global toxicity than the molecular
descriptors. Even if gap-Δenergy and molecular descriptors
were combined, the performance of these six classifiers rarely
exceeded that of using only molecular descriptors (see Table
S5).
In addition, we also took subsets of exogenous and toxic

small molecules with a maximum gap of no more than 30 and
trained the classification task on the XGB classifier with the
same hyperparameter search method and features, because the
size of toxic small molecules is smaller on the whole, and the
size of molecules may leak information about molecular
toxicity. It was found that the performance of the classifier was
slightly reduced compared with the XGB model using the full

Figure 6. Performance of the SVM models with different feature combinations. Gap-Δenergy 10 contains only the mean Δenergy of the first 10
gaps. Gap-Δenergy 20 contains the mean Δenergy of the first and last 10 gaps. Gap-Δenergy 40 contains the mean and std Δenergy of the first and
last 10 gaps. On the basis of gap-Δenergy 40, gap-Δenergy 220 includes the interaction of Δenergy under different gaps. Gap-Δenergy 225 includes
gap-Δenergy 220, max-gap, and overall energy characteristics. The SVM model with gap-Δenergy 225 performed the best and reached 0.896 AUC
on the validation set.

Figure 7. Performance of different models on molecular descriptors (A) and gap-Δenergy (B). The XGB model reached four top-ranked metrics
using the molecular descriptors with BA of 0.893, F1 of 0.842, and AUC of 0.964 on the test set. For gap-Δenergy, the XGB model had five top-
ranked metrics, with BA of 0.836, F1 of 0.878, and AUC of 0.937 on the test set.
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set of exogenous molecules and toxic molecules (see Table
S6), possibly because of the decrease in the number of
molecules available for training, which also indicated that the
molecular size had little effect on the classifier.

Gap-Δenergy Improved the Sensitivity of Toxicity
Prediction Models. We used the best-performing algorithm,
XGBoost, for the follow-up study. Considering that features
may have redundancy, feature selection was performed on the
molecular descriptors and the gap-Δenergy. For molecular
descriptors, using 109 out of 204 features reached the highest
balanced accuracy on the validation set, while 50 gap-Δenergy
features should be selected from gap-Δenergy 225 (see Figure
S3). After feature selection, the performance of the classifiers in
the test set was similar to that before. The newly selected gap-
Δenergy features were put into the XGB classifier for training,
and it was found that compared with the original features of
gap-Δenergy 225, BA, F1, and SN scores on the test set were
improved. However, the selected molecular descriptors had
higher BA, F1, MCC, and SN scores on the test set (see Table
S7).
Since directly combining the two types of features will not

bring performance improvement, the stacking method was
used to combine the selected gap-Δenergy and molecular
descriptors by integrating the output probabilities of XGB
classifiers, which were put into the LR classifier for training and
prediction. After stacking, the BA score of the XGB classifier
increased by 1% compared to using only molecular descriptors,
and the F1 and MCC scores increased slightly by 0.3%. Among
these indicators, the SE score increased the most by 3.2%. In
contrast, the SP score was reduced by 1.3% (see Figure 8 and
Table S8). This indicates that the gap-Δenergy features can
improve the sensitivity and balanced accuracy of the classifier
by using molecular descriptors for predicting toxic molecules
by stacking.
To sum up, the workflow for predicting the toxicity of a

small molecule should first calculate the gap-Δenergy and
descriptors of the molecule and calculate the gap-Δenergy 225
through feature engineering. Then the 50 gap-Δenergy and
109 descriptor features should be selected according to the
important features list and put into the trained XGB-selected-
gap-Δenergy and XGB-selected-descriptor models, respec-
tively, to acquire two prediction probabilities. At last, the
probabilities are input into the LR model to get the final

probability of whether the molecule is toxic or not. We found
several cases to implement our model that are not included in
our training and testing sets. Benfluorex is a small molecule as a
hypolipidemic and hypoglycemic drug, which was withdrawn
from Europe in 2010 due to cardiovascular side effects.35

When its SMILES was input into the final model, the global
toxicity probability given was 0.953, indicating that this
molecule is likely harmful to the human body. Bexagliflozin
is an approved small molecule, a sodium-glucose cotransporter
2 (SGLT2) inhibitor used for treating adults with type 2
diabetes.36 Inputting its SMILES into the model gave a global
toxicity probability of 0.206, indicating that this molecule may
have a weaker toxicity.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we defined a new metric, gap-Δenergy, to reflect
the topological relationship of the bond energy in a molecule.
We found that the entirety of mean Δenergy decreases as the
gap increases in metabolite and druglike small molecules. Our
hypothesis is that in organic compounds bonds with a larger
distance are more likely to be C−H bonds that are typically
located on the periphery of the molecule, and then, the
Δenergy tends to be zero. Different groups of molecules
possess different gap-Δenergy characteristics, which indicates
that gap-Δenergy can reflect some properties of small
molecules. Toxic small molecules show significantly higher
average mean Δenergy than exogenous small molecules at the
first 7 gaps, and the average mean Δenergy of unapproved
drugs in the first 15 gaps is also significantly higher than that of
approved drugs. Considering that endogenous small molecules
have the lowest average mean Δenergy at the first 20 gaps, we
speculate that a higher gap-mean Δenergy may be associated
with toxicity or adverse reactions. Since that we have already
applied gap-Δenergy to predict toxicity, this method provides a
potential direction for assessing the drug-likeness of small
molecules. However, there are limitations in gap-Δenergy, as
some chemical bonds in molecules are not included in the
bond energy table, making it impossible to calculate gap-
Δenergy for those molecules.
T3DB is a toxic exposure database, encompassing various

categories such as pollutants, toxic drugs, and carcinogens, as
well as naturally occurring or chronically toxic compounds.28

The T3DB database has been utilized for supplementing drug

Figure 8. Comparison of models’ performance before and after stacking (A). After stacking, the overall performance was improved. The SE score
was the most significantly increased metric, along with the improvement of BA, F1, and MCC scores, while the SN score decreased. The ROC
curve of the XGB model using selected molecular descriptors and the LR model after stacking (B).
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development with hepatotoxicity libraries,37 predicting acute
oral toxicity,38 and even screening anticancer drugs based on
the target protein.39 In this study, toxic small molecules from
T3DB have global toxicity and are regarded as positive
samples. Several classifiers based on machine learning have
been constructed to distinguish explicitly toxic small molecules
from exogenous small molecules and to predict the global
toxicity of molecules. We found that in simple toxicity
classification tasks with hundreds of features neural networks
are not superior to traditional machine learning methods, while
XGB and LGBM, based on gradient boosting trees, are simpler
and more effective. Both gap-Δenergy and molecular
descriptors can distinguish global toxicity, but the performance
of gap-Δenergy is not as good as that of molecular descriptors.
Stacking the two classifiers is required to increase the
sensitivity of global toxicity prediction, and the final model
can be used to eliminate molecules that may be harmful to
humans. In the future, we hope to have more labeled data and
develop new computational methods to improve the perform-
ance of global toxicity prediction and assist in drug design to
generate molecules with reduced toxicity.
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